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Senior 1-4 Education Curriculum Connections
This activity contributes to the following Student Specific Learning Outcomes:
Family Studies
x S1 5.1.3 Identify behaviours that promote health and wellness.
Guidance Education GLOs under Personal/Social Component.
Physical Education
x K.3.S1.B.5a Analyze issues related to violence prevention in a variety of contexts.
x K.3.S1.B.6b Identify skills and community resources for addressing problems.
associated with sexually abusive behaviours.
x K.3.5.B.4 Identify available community supports that promote safety and community
health.
x K.4.S1.B.1a Describe ways to treat others for developing healthy and meaningful
relationships.
x K.4.S1.B.2b Identify appropriate social behaviours for developing meaningful
interpersonal relationships.
x K.5.S1.E.3b & K.5.S2.E.3b Examine the influences on making decisions for responsible
sexual behaviour.
x K.5.S1.E.3c & K.5.S2.E.3c Review personal responsibilities and sources of support with
regard to sex-related health issues.
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Instructions
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ǡ“Stand across from your partner. Decide who will
be ‘the walker’ and who will be ‘the stander’.”

Part 1 of 3
(no talking or body language, just facial expression)
x

For this exercise, the walker will move towards the stander.
They need to successfully communicate with one another to
ensure that the walker does not enter into the stander’s
personal space. When the walker stops, they must move their
entire bodies up to their furthest step. There is a catch
though! In this first part, the stander can only communicate
their personal space with their facial expressions. No talking,
hand gestures, or other body language.

Debrief
x

“How was that for everybody? Hands up standers, whose
walker is currently inside their personal space?” 
Ǥ“Why do you think this is?”  ǯȀǯ
 ǯ ǡ
ǡǤ

Part 2 of 3
(switch roles, no talking but body language/facial
expression)
x

Okay, part 2. Same instructions, same partners except we’re
going to switch roles. Walkers become standers, standers
become walkers. Now in this part,you can use your body
language and hand gestures but still no talking!
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Debrief
x

“How was that for everybody? Hands up standers, whose
walker is currently inside their personal space?”
ͳǤ“What do you think could make this
better?”ǡǤ“Why do you think
solely relying upon body language sets us up for
miscommunication?”Ǣ 
Ǥ

Part 3 of 3
(switch roles, talking/body language/facial expressions
allowed and encouraged)
x

Okay last part. Switch back to your first roles. Now, this time
we want to see verbal communication between walker and
stander! Talk to one another and negotiate those boundaries!
Use your body language and facial expressions too!

Debrief
x

“How was that? Hands up standers, whose walker is
currently inside their personal space?”
Ǥ“What made this one the most successful? Even if
someone is inside someone’s personal space, why is it
different this time around?”Ȁ Ǥ

Consent Debrief
x  ǣWhen it comes to sexual
situations, “Does anyone know what the word consent
means?”Consent is clear permission, which means that only
yes means yes. It’s a voluntary agreement, which means it’s
not something that one person does to another, but rather it’s
something that people decide to do together.
x Consent is about asking, listening and respecting. ǡ
ǯǡ 
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x Let’s practice asking for consent about something non-sexual.
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Part of asking for consent is listening to the response and
respecting what they say/want. It’s also important to pay
attention to what they’re doing non-verbally.
ǲ   ǯǡǯ
 Ǩ ǡ ǯǡ
ǡǫǳǤSometimes hearing
a no can feel hard or we might feel kind of rejected. Even
though those feelings are normal, it’s our responsibility to
deal with our feelings and respect the person who is saying
no. Consent is also ongoing. This means that you have a right
to say no at any time. ǡ
ǡǫǤ 
ǲǳǡǲǳǡ 
ǡ  Ǥ ǡǲ
ǯǤǳIf you are unsure, always stop and
ask.
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ǲǳǲǤǳǯ Ȁ
Ǣ  Ǧǡ
  ǤUltimately, consent gives both
people a chance to say whether or not they are into
something and is part of creating trust and respect in our
relationships.
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 Ǥ Consent is not coercive
which means trying to change someone’s no into a yes by
pressuring, nagging or using guilt. ǯ
ǯ ǡ
 Ǥ
ǯ ǫ
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 ǡ ǤUltimately, consent doesn’t count
when people are drunk or high. ǯ
ǯǡ
ǤWhat’s important to know is that any
unwanted sexual attention or contact is not okay.
If you have ever experienced sexual assault, it is never your
fault. ǯǡǡ
Ǥ 
ǡ̵
  Ǥ
People have a right to be believed and get support. No one has
to go through recovering from that experience alone.  
Ǥ  
Ǥ 
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ǤThe Klinic
Sexual Assault Crisis Line is a great resource that people can
call if they need to talk. You can also call the line if you’re
feeling upset or unsure about a sexual experience. It is open
24/7 and free to call from anywhere in Manitoba. Their
phone number is 1.888.292.7565 or 204.786.8631. If
someone needs to go to the hospital or clinic after an assault,
a counselor from the Sexual Assault Crisis Program can be
there to support them.
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